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 Connected Tech in Michigan
Interested to know how companies in Michigan are using Connected Technologies?

Michigan: Capitalizing on Connected Technologies

Follow the links below to learn how Michigan companies are putting mobile/wireless (connected) technologies to work, and to learn more about the role that Michigan in playing in this fast-growing field.
Delphi: "We are pushing to make OTA happen"
Through Silicon Valley eyes: the Detroit difference
GM to produce most systems for autonomous vehicles
Michigan's 'fake city' allows startups to test mobility projects
General Motors' Cruise Automation aims to test self-driving cars in New York City
PlanetM and AutoMobili-D launch inaugural PlanetM awards to honor companies developing innovative mobility-focused tech
Delphi sees gold in over-air service
Sorry Tesla, General Motors is evolving rather than dying
Danlaw awarded by UMTRI to supply DSRC aftermarket safety devices
GM's self-driving cars involved in six accidents in September
Michigan is turning into a self-driving car testing ground
GM acquires Strobe, start-up focused on driverless technology
Bedrock to test May Mobility autonomous shuttle this week
Michigan IT projects take home top honors in national competition
Ford plans to focus on smart vehicles as a mobility solution
Detroit workspace aims to connect mobility startups, auto industry
University of MI to provide prototype of USPS semi-autonomous mail trucks
Ford has a clear plan to fix its present failings
Problem solving with real-time data: GR on the road to become a Smart City
TiECon Detroit to feature Mobility Competition w/ $50K investment opportunity
PlanetM Landing Zone launches in WeWork Detroit
Deloitte to provide consulting services for American Center for Mobility
Bill allowing 80,000 self-driving cars on the road passes Senate panel
Nexteer at work on hands-free steering
Detroit-based WaitTime expands software service to sports arenas worldwide
Trucks drive themselves across Blue Water Bridge
GM more than doubles self-driving car test fleet in California
CityInsight allows Detroiters to pay water bills via Amazon Alexa
McDonald's mobile ordering now available across Michigan
OEMs blur lines of self-driving rideshare ownership
As self-driving car partnerships multiply, Ford and Lyft join forces
Delphi Automotive renames automated driving business Aptiv
Grand Blanc joins global market in auto industry tech
Delphi partners with Blackberry to provide autonomous driving operating system
Ferndale Police hold distracted driving simulation at local high school
Life on PlanetM Conference focuses on Smart Transportation Technologies
Mobile Monday Detroit hosts wearables & AR/VR demos
PayAnywhere offers bluetooth credit card readers at no cost
Self-driving car patents are weird and awesome
GM says it will roll out mass-produced autonomous cars
Autonomous vehicles to shuttle Bedrock staff in downtown Detroit pilot program
USDOT Secretary visits MCity in Ann Arbor to release updated Automated Vehicle Guidance
TiECon Detroit Conference announces keynotes; focuses on 'Connected World'
U-M plays a significant role in the advancement of self-driving technologies
The District Detroit Launches Mobile App for Little Caesars Arena Visitors
'Detroit Moves' is part of the Technology in Motion (TIM) Detroit event that took place at Cobo
IoT Tech Connect calls for papers on IoT
Deadline near for free STEM career showcase at TIM Detroit
MEDC to use MTAM member, Message Blocks, to facilitate B2B matching service at next AutoMobili-D
LG Electronics Taps Michigan for EV Components Plant
May Mobility is a self-driving startup with a decade of experience
DTE Energy shutting off power of residents opposed to smart meters
GM's Maven will provide cars to students at USC
General Motors employees get free self-driving car rides
Chinese media: Foxconn to build in Michigan
MTAM seeks career videos from connected tech-related STEM Professionals
Comcast's new wireless service coming to eight Xfinity stores in Michigan
Self-driving cars - where are they taking us?
U-M outdoor drone complex for safe, bold flight testing
Continental and Magna to conduct real-world test of AVs in Michigan, Ontario
Lawrence Tech begins autonomous campus taxi research
Ann Arbor's EyeSucceed partners with Google Glass on food industry application
Opinion: Michigan farmer talks 5G and the benefits of technology on his farm
What it's like in a self-driving car
Advanced transportation technology projects receive $600,000 in grants
Comerica Park to introduce fingerprint scan entry
Saline joins local autonomous vehicle industry with French automaker's arrival
Michigan still in the hunt for Foxconn Technology plant
Verizon, General Motors connected car deal is about global connectivity
MTAM joins MI STEM Parnterhsip to create STEM Career Showcase at 'Technology in Motion' Detroit
MTAM CEO talks connected technology on 'Diva Tech Talk'
Warner Norcross & Judd create Emerging Media and Connected Devices group
STEM career advocacy integrated into Technology in Motion: Detroit exhibition
GM teams up with Uber to expand Maven program to Australia
How states are legislating autonomous vehicles (Interactive Map)
Michigan's New Motor City: Ann Arbor as a Driverless-Car Hub
How a Supreme Court Case Could Transform Autonomous Vehicle Ownership
Phoenix emerging as Michigan rival for self-driving tests
Detroit's car firms try to match Silicon Valley
Cadillac launches integrated vehicle experience for Apple Watch users
Ford gathers street-smarts to guide cars of future
Southeast Michigan becomes leader in smart road technology
Driverless bus to serve University of MI North Campus this Fall
High school girls take first place at NHacks Hack-a-thon
Foxconn considering site in Romulus for plant, sources say
Michigan Senator Gary Peters instrumental in developing a road map for national self-driving car legislation
MTAM CEO on M2 Techcast discussing need for volunteers, connected tech careers and more
Delphi to partner with Transdev on self-driving buses, taxis
Oakland University a top-producing school for self-driving vehicle workers
Wireless Vision goes mobile with its own social networking and communication app
U-M procedure could cut 99% of validation costs for autonomous vehicles
Winning the race in connected technology
Panel: Detroit can be leader in technological evolution
Army to test fully self-driving trucks on Blue Water Bridge
Jenn-Air's ovens now respond to voice commands
Self-driving car timeline for 11 top automakers
Feds in Detroit to hone self-driving pitch
MTAM partners with Vision Mobile for International Developer Survey
Report: SE MI's Connected and Automated Vehicles Ecosystem Burgeoning
Washtenaw, Wayne community colleges join in training project at American Center for Mobility
Mobile Monday Detroit: Connected Mobility - Beyond the Car
U-M Mobility Researchers Devise Faster Way to Test Autonomous Vehicles
Connectivity will drive state's future
State transportation department, Macomb County collaborate with GM on smart traffic signal technology
US Army ramps up testing of autonomous trucks
Michigan takes steps toward building its own intelligent freeways
Groups launch STEM careers video showcase
Connected Technology allowing roads and cars to 'communicate' on I-75
U-M procedure could cut 99.9% of validation costs for autonomous vehicles
Michigan DOT, 3M partner on connected work zone for I-75 modernization
Michigan IoT Conference set for October

MTAM supports Microsoft's innovative TEALS Program in seeking tech volunteers to help fill Michigan's H.S. computer science education gap
Erie Hack Finalist: Purily - Incentivizing Water Conservation
Detroit leads the way in autonomous cars; are we ready? (video)
Mobile Monday Michigan chapters in Detroit, Grand Rapids, Lansing seeking volunteer organizers
Michigan leads in telemedicine, but some physicians slow to adopt
U-M selects Danlaw to supply next generation DSRC device
Penske Truck Leasing launches connected fleet solutions
Student-built vehicles, Square One, to invade mCity on May 6
General Motors creates 1,100+ jobs to expand self-driving operations
Detroit's Adient unveils updated luxury seating concepts for autonomous vehicles
CAAT Advances Students' Careers in New, Developing Auto Technologies
Amplifi Media, jacAPPS align to form SonicAI to create voice commands for podcasting
OST's Lomonaco updates what's happening with the Internet of Things (IoT)
Auto Guru cole Talks Autonomous Vehicles - How Michigan Leads its Development
College students beat the text book shell game w/ Mobile App "Book Cycle"
Detroit-based WaitTime crowd management tool partners w/ capital firm created by son of NBA legend
Delphi announces three partnerships to advance automated driving technology
Michigan tech employment grew 5.1% in 2016
Hundreds of high schoolers investigated for sexting in a small Michigan town
Ford pulls ahead of Uber and Waymo when it comes to self-driving cars
Toyota Research Institute to Partner with U-M, others on artificial intelligence
Delphi invests in 2 companies to speed up in-car connectivity
Need a job? How about engineering a driverless car?
AT&T upgrades wireless network in Northern Michigan
Mobile Monday Detroit features Plex Systems, GE and Data Analytics Solutions to discuss Industrial Internet of Things on April 10th
Oakland County Survey Reveals New Job Profiles for Connected Mobility Employment
Josh Linkner releases book rethinking hacking as potentially 'productive'
Detroit parking space becomes a driving issue - potentially resolved by self-driving vehicles
New report identifies future workforce challenges to overcome for Michigan to compete as mobility leader
Michigan-based Plex Systems brings IIOT (Industrial Internet of Things) to manufacturers
Howes: Techy talking cars need Federal road rules
MSU chemists market sensors to detect concussions
Michigan-based Jenn-Air brand's first Wi-Fi connected refrigerator now available
MTAM member, Spectrum Health creates venture fund for health tech-related firms
Business leaders talk mobility center with Trump
Ford's new technology helps drivers overcome night driving obstacles
Video of what Michigan's American Center for Mobility driverless vehicle testing center will look like
St. Clair towing industry software increases productivity via mobile access
Shpt to hire hundreds in West Michigan to deliver Meijer groceries
Spartans help map the future of autonomous and connected vehicles
We're in an 'arms race' for smart people: Bill Ford
Howes: Drive for data powers Intel's bid for Mobileye
Mobile Monday Detroit reviews Mobile Analytics at March event
Mobile Monday Grand Rapids explores Bluetooth 5.0
Ford's chief engineer for driverless cards reveals 3 big issues holding back the technology
Meijer utilizes smartphone ordering to facilitate 24-hour home delivery service
Mobile Monday Detroit reviews 'Mobile Analytics' at March event
GM's mobility brand introduces new monthly offering
GM fleet expands connectivity leadership with Spireon
New Detroit-Windsor Tunnel app promotes local businesses
Rocket Fiber, Verizon to upgrade Wi-Fi and cellular connectivity at Ford Field
Detroit-based rideshare startup SPLT seals funding from Jaquar-backed InMotion Ventures
Ford invests in Pittsburgh-based Argo AI to build self-driving cards by 2021
Ford investing $1 billion in ex-Google, Uber engineers' startup
MTAM member, Atomic Object hires 3 developers thru AI competition; grows Ann Arbor office 25%
UM Study indicates most people use cell phones to pass the time
MI-SBDC mapping out impact of autonomous vehicles on Michigan small businesses
Uber plans to open technology office in Wixom
Microsoft CEO says Detroit can be top tech hub
GM's Cruise Automation Tests App for Hailing Autonomous Cars
MTAM podcast: SPLT, Lyft partner for reliable medical appointment transportation
Royal Oak-based Powerly expands energy-driven Smart Home experience
Auto carbon dioxide emissions and intuitive driving supplier to build a test track in Auburn Hills
New cyber range hub at WSU emphasizes cybersecurity training
Ford reveals mobility-focused Super Bowl LI commercial
Ford device to boost connectivity in its models without modems
GM's new SDK for in-car infotainment apps offers access to nearly 400 data points
Snyder's Michigan basketball story a lesson on cyber security risks
A drone's-eye view: Technology helps brokers sell real estate
Ford's 'Go Detroit Challenge' competition to build apps to help Detroit
MTAM member, Washtenaw Community College receives accolades during 2017 MI 'State of the State' address for work in mobility workforce development
Ford technology allows 2010-2016 vehicles to have connectivity features
MTAM member, The Alliance for Transportation Innovation, holds national tour of self-driving tech to increase public awareness and acceptance.
A discussion on Germany-based, 'Mobile Presence' about the global perspective of connected technologies in Michigan
2017 NAIAS underscores Motor City's position as global mobility epicenter
Detroit's Greektown casino-hotel launches technologies to reward guest loyalty
Federal government names 10 autonomous testing sites, including Michigan
Lions:  Wi-Fi upgrades for all of Ford Field to be done when 2017 season begins
Michigan's American Center for Mobility named Federal driverless car proving ground
Transportation agencies in PA, OH & MI form 'Smart Belt Coalition' to collaborate on autonomous, connected vehicles
University of Michigan involved in mobile technology to help universities combat depression on college campuses
Grand Rapids turns to sensors for data
China set to build world's largest autonomous driving test zone; Michigan's Mcity will offer technological suggestions.
Autonomous vehicles raise questions over Detroit parking space
Our Autonomous Future; an 'Eye on the Future' special on CBS62
NAIAS touts new mobility event, but exhibitors look to Las Vegas
Pontiac to be new home for North American headquarters of Australia-based software/mobile development firm
Michigan agtech startup FarmLogs harvests $22M investment
Social fundraising website GoFundMe buys Detroit rival CrowdRise
Mobile Monday Grand Rapids presents event on emerging connected tech trends
Ford's 'Go Detroit' Challenge competition drives developers to build apps to help Detroit
MTAM member Visteon demonstrates  augmented reality driving technology at CES 2017
Mobile app enables on-demand vehicle access in new Cadillac subscription model for luxury vehicles
Ford partners with Amazon & Samsung to boost tech offerings
Michigan vehicle tech to be on display at CES
NAIAS Education Day transforms Auto Show floor into hands-on classroom for thousands of students
Feds establish Midwest Center for Connected and Automated Transportation
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Michigan-related Mobile Information

MyWireless - re:  Michigan
 
Michigan Wireless Coverage Areas
 
Michigan Cell Phone Laws
  
Grand Rapids Public Access 4G Wireless Service

Why Its Important to Grow Mobile in Michigan

According to research from the Michigan Economic Development Corporation and MTAM, every job Michigan Mobile/Wireless (Connected) Tech job created also creates 6.54 non-connected tech jobs in the state.
  
Innovation, according to Bruce Katz, VP of the Brookings Institution, has always driven economic progress. And the world today is “on the cusp of a tech revolution — self-driving vehicles, smart homes, remote health care.” And the U.S. is in danger of lagging — we’re now No. 45 on the global list of bachelor’s degrees granted in science and engineering.
  
Generation Y: Michigan Brain Drain
 
 
Detroit Outgrows Silicon Valley in Tech Opportunities
  
Entrepreneur's Feed Detroit's Extreme Makeover
  
Even the Silicon Valley Can't Meet the Demand
 

Michigan's Technology Profile



According to Dice.com:  Detroit has led the nation with the fastest growth in technology job offerings since February 2011 - at 101%.
   
According to Forbes:  Detroit boasts one of the nation's largest concentations of tech workers, nearly 50% above the national average. Additionally, in the past 2 years (2010 - 2011) the region has experienced a solid 7.7% increase in technology jobs, the 2nd highest rate of any metro area in the country.
  
Michigan in Top 3 Best States for Women in Tech
 
Michigan among top states in high-tech job growth
 
CompTIA U.S. Tech Overview vs Michigan Tech Overview
 
Michigan Jobs Insight
   
Made in Detroit 
   
Venture Capitalist Changes Tune on Michigan
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